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“Unethical” Sheds Light on Scott Walker Administration’s
Deceptions
Former Secretary of Corrections Ed Wall Sets the Record Straight
About Lincoln Hills Youth Prison Issues and More
August 21, 2018 (Madison, WI) – Lifelong conservative and career law-enforcement official Ed Wall
spent decades serving the people of Wisconsin, New Hampshire and Connecticut. When Governor Scott
Walker asked him to take on the role of Secretary of Corrections, he saw it as his duty to continue his
service. Sadly, the Walker administration’s unethical behavior derailed his ability to serve. His new book,
Unethical, outlines how the Walker administration abandoned all principles and misled not only Ed Wall,
but also the people of Wisconsin and the nation.
“I have spent my life believing in the rule of law,” said Ed Wall, former Secretary of Corrections in the
Walker cabinet. “I am not a politician and have served both parties with honor. But when I saw the legal
manipulation, disregard for ethics, state law, self-serving policies and deceit by Scott Walker and attorney
general Brad Schimel, I felt a responsibility to the people of Wisconsin to tell my story.”
Unethical details his work as the secretary of the largest agency in the administration and how he dealt
with “two experienced politicians who are masters at making people believe they are something they are
not. The two highest elected officials in Wisconsin showed me there is another side of government that
was not flattering. I learned that everything from personal integrity and morals to the well-being of
society could be sacrificed in the never-ending pursuit of power.”
The book not only shares the painful journey Wall embarked that led him to his role in the Walker
administration, one that nearly cost him his life, but also how it helped him remember how to continue to
lead a life of integrity and strength.
The book is available now at Amazon.com in paperback and Kindle formats, as well as on iBooks and at
select bookstores. For more information, please visit: unethicalbook.com.
If you would like to interview or speak with Ed Wall about his experience, contact Barb Hernandez, 608235-1623 or via email: bchonpoint@gmail.com.

